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Who the heck am I?



Science writers needs to reach highly specialized sources

1. i.e. do you need to reach an infectious disease researcher or evolutionary 
virologist?

2. is this source familiar with the niche experiment and/or related methods?

3. do you need to reach a patient with an ultra-rare medical condition?



Traditional ways to find sources

1. PubMed (or Google Scholar)

2. Research paper references (related to step 1, but this is a deeper dive)

3. Press releases

4. Patient advocacy groups

5. Professional societies

6. University media teams

7. Also… don’t forget: ClinicalTrials.gov 



A new way to find sources: social media

POLL 1: Do you currently use social media as a way to find sources?

- Yes
- No



A new way to find sources: social media

POLL 2: If you DO use social media to find sources, which one do you use most?

- Twitter
- LinkedIn
- Instagram
- Facebook
- YouTube
- Other (TikTok, Snapchat, Reddit?)



Reporting on medical foods for Phenylketonuria (PKU) 

- an inborn error of metabolism where individuals don’t metabolize the amino 
acid phenylalanine well

- Expensive “medical foods” made without phenylalanine given to avoid harm
- But not always covered by insurance, especially for adults
- Looking for an adult with PKU



YouTube: How I found Katie

Photo: Jane Hu



The outcome



YouTube: An update - how lectures lead you to sources



(and Vimeo….) - using videos to see the experiment



The outcome



YouTube as a way to find sources - tips

1. Find patients’ stories and learn their point of view

2. If appropriate, follow up with online research to find their contact information

3. Explore topics to find lectures with articulate scientific sources

4. Verify the scientific authority of the sources on YouTube (on PubMed)

5. If you are having trouble picturing an experiment, find it on YouTube/Vimeo



Reporting positive tests for Covid-19 months out

- some people continuously test positive for Covid-19 many weeks out from 
their first positive test

- But it is rare
- As a reporter, it’s difficult to find a person with this situation



Facebook: How I found Natalie



Facebook: Reach out to group moderators



The outcome



Facebook as a way to find sources - tips

1. Be conscious that people might not expect to hear from a reporter this way

2. Approach with respect

3. There are many collective groups to tap into

4. Moderators of closed Facebook groups can help you reach their members

5. Reach out to moderators with direct messages



LinkedIn: Using “People Search”



LinkedIn — special resources for journalists 



LinkedIn — special resources for journalists  



LinkedIn as a way to find sources - tips

1. Don’t just ‘connect’ with a source you want to reach, message them.

2. Use the ‘people search’ to find individuals, especially in industry

3. LinkedIn is a great way to find *former* employees who can say more

4. Consider attending seminars for journalists held by LinkedIn for more info



The big one… Twitter



Twitter tips: Make lists to aggregate sources on topics



Twitter tips: Use the ‘people’ function in search (but vet!)



Twitter tips: Drop in a link of a paper — reverse search



Twitter tips: Drop in a link of a paper — reverse search



Twitter as a way to find sources - tips

1. Make lists of people — lots of them — on topics you are reporting

2. Look at the lists of the people on the lists you are making (meta!)

3. Search the topic you are reporting on and look at ‘people’ search result

4. Drop in the URL of a paper you are writing about to see who is discussing it

5. Not everyone on Twitter has the credentials to be a source — vet carefully!



Coda… Instagram



Instagram and the power of hashtags (#)
#cysticfibrosisfighter



A new way to find sources: social media

POLL 3: After listening to these examples, which social media tool are you now 
most likely to try for the first time in the next year to find sources:

- Twitter
- LinkedIn
- Instagram
- Facebook
- YouTube
- Other (TikTok, Snapchat, Reddit?)



Final points

1. Supplement your traditional sourcing tools with social media tools

2. Social media can be a great way to find patients eager to share their stories

3. When searching on social media look at ‘people’ search result

4. Use specific hashtags to narrow your search; or combined search terms

5. Vet carefully, and try to find sources who are most specifically qualified



Thank you! Questions? Comments?

Let’s talk.

And if you need to find me on Twitter, I’m at @rkhamsi...


